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Leadership Strategies to Improve Teaching and ?.,earning

by

Mimi Wolverton
and

Richard C. Richardson Jr.

Arizona State University

Few will argue with the statement -- teaching excellence
that leads to successful student learning lies at the heart of
quality undergraduate education. In fact, community colleges
stake academic reputations on their ability to create learning
environments, which foster both. But, with students who differ
markedly from their four-year counterparts in preparation and
socioeconomic status, how can community colleges succeed in
providing quality learning environments? This paper reports the
findings of a four-year study of community colleges, which
attempte6 to answer this question (Richardson, 1992).

The original impetus for the study revolved around a desire
to determine which community college faculty behaviors contribute
to student success. These findings led to an inquiry into what
community colleges do to promote and support these faculty
behaviors. And finally, to the question: What role does the
community college leader play in improving teaching and learning
and sustaining a quality education environment?

Using case study and survey'data,' we show that different
community colleges exhibit different culturep and that these
cultures can be defined by a common set of structural variables.
Further, we demonstrate that institutional culture directly
impacts the environments in which teaching and learning take
place and that the level of effective' teaching practices varies
significantly with the type of culture in which they are
employed. That in fact, those community colleges, which possess
shared cultures, tend to create the highest quality learning
environments. Based on these findings, we then suggest ways in
which institutional leaders can affect change in the learning
environment.

THE STUDY

The project, funded by the Ford Foundation, was planned
around three phases of activity. In the first, a comprehensive
inventory of observable faculty behaviors was developed from
three sources: the Miami-Dade Teaching/Learning project (Miami-
Dade Community College, 1988), field interviews conducted with
community college administrators, faculty members and students
from the Maricopa County (Arizona) Community College District
(Elliott, 1992), and a review of the literature. Faculty
behaviors were combined into a survey, Educational Goals and



Faculty Activities in the Community College. Factor analysis ofthe data from two pilot tests involving community colleges inArizona, California, Florida, and Hawaii helped to refine thesurvey into 44 reliable and valid statements describing the rangeof professional activities that characterize the work ofcommunity college faculty members (Vangsnes, 1992).

In Phase 2, the survey was administered to a random,stratified, national sample of 52 community colleges.Institutions with high proportions of African American, Latino,and Native American students were over-sampled. Sixty-sevenpercent of the faculty members surveyed provided usableresponses. Confirmatory factor analysis indicated five reliablecategories of faculty behavior: exhibiting effective teaching,helping diversely prepared students participate and achieve,helping students transfer, participating in governance, andconducting classroom research and collaborating. There weresignificant differences across institutions in the levels ofbehaviors reported for each of these categories (Murphy, 1992).

During Phase 3, the focus of this paper, case studies wereconducted in 12 community colleges, ten from the sample thatcompleted the survey and two selected to improve geographicrepresentation. In preparation for the case study site visits,institutions appointed campus research teams who followed acommon protocol to collect information from colleagues aboutinstitutional policies or administrative practices thatencouraged or discouraged effective faculty behaviors. The team_provided a key insider's perspective during site visits.

Procedures for conducting case studies and analyzing theresults closely conformed to those suggested by Yin (1989) formultiple-case studies. The case study database included surveyresults, interviews with faculty members and administrators,institutional documents (including accreditation self-studies andevaluation team reports), collective bargaining agreements, andarchival data. Case reports were written to integrate everythingknown about the institution and shared with representatives for a"member check" on accuracy (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p.314-316).A single case was used to create an explanation of facultybehaviors in context. The explanation was then tested againsteach of the remaining cases and modified as necessary until asmany of the differences among case study institutions as possiblehad been explained.

To preserve participant anonymity without compromising ourmethodology, fictitious names were assigned to institutions
alphabetically according to the degree to which faculty andadministrators described shared values focused on helpingstudents achieve defined educational objectives. Administratorsand faculty at Ashcroft, Bentley and Creston shared strong, well-defined values. Values at Norwich, Oxbow and Parkhill had been
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shaped to a considerable degree by past or ongoing conflict.
Institutions lying between these extremes varied not only in the
extent to which administrators and faculty shared values, but
also in the degree to which those values emphasized student
achievement. Table 1 reports the characteristics of the case
study institutions summarized in four categories to conceal
identities.

TABLE 1

Characteristics of Case Study Institutions

College FT Faculty
Number % Minority

FTE Students
Number % Minori

Ashcroft

Bentley 83-262 10-15 1,300-9,900 10-15

Creston

Enfield

Fairview 145-310 11-38 4,800-12,486 23-85

Goshen

Johnson

Kingston 100-251 21-33 3,800-6,000. 45-95

"Lakefield

Norwich

Oxbow 134-417 12-30 5,000-9,800 21-33

Parkhill

1. Only the ranges have been reported for each three-institution
group to prevent identification of individual institutions.

STUDY FINDINGS

Organizational Cultures and Learning Environments

Organizational culture provided a useful starting point in
the search for an explanation of the differences in behaviors
faculty reported on the survey and during site visits. Culture
is defined by the assumptions and beliefs shared by members of an
organization (Kuh and Whitt, 1988). Culture develops over time
among a group with an identifiable history as learned responses
to the problems of maintaining internal cohesion and relating to
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the external community. Because it can reduce anxiety, peoplecling to a culture even if it becomes dysfunctional in its
relationship to environmental opportunities and constraints
(Schein, 1985). In other words, conceptually, culture is based
on social construction; participants constantly interpret and
create organizational reality (Senge, 1990). In community
colleges, this reality translates into environments in whichteachers teach and students learn.

Within the cultures of complex organizations, subculturesexist. Their views and values, sometimes compatible often timesnot, shape their institution. In this paper, we focus
specifically on faculty and administrative subcultures and thelearning environment that they help to create because, in anopen-door institution, instructional quality cannot be altered bychanging the student mix through rdmissions policy. To this end,
the cultures and subcultures of the case study institutions
provided important clues about institutional circumstances thateither encouraged effective faculty behaviors or detracted fromthem. Case study synopses illustrate this point.

Case Study Community College Cultures

Ashcroft: At Ashcroft, faculty and administrators characterized
the environment as "culture--helping people where they are. Weare a family." Anecdotes defined the culture, illustrated commonexperience and reenforced the belief that Ashcroft places greatemphasis on innovation, creativity, and risk-taking.
Administrators, bdard and faculty placed prime importance on theteaching and learning process in an environment where faculty
influence balanced that of the administration. Administrators
actively sought out, valued and used faculty input. For
instance, a representative faculty senate had the responsibility,
"to review, recommend and initiate policies to further the bestinterests of Ashcroft." In the same vein, an administrator
commented, "Reciprocal nudging is our theme. The faculty nudge
us just as we nudge them back." There is a "burning desire to dobetter."

Faculty responsibilities were carefully spelled out in job
descriptions according to rank. For instructors the emphasis was
on teaching, being available outside of the class to work with
students, and participation in scheduled department, division,
and college activities. Assistant professors added the
responsibilities of course revision, academic advising, and some
modest leadership activities. As faculty members progressed
through the ranks, their responsibilities became both broader and
more leadership-oriented.

Of the case study institutions, Ashcroft had the best
developed arrangements for merit, and faculty exercised a strong
influence in establishing or changing evaluation procedures.
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Ashcroft administrators described the purpose of merit as thereenforcement of behaviors the institution considered desirableand believed that most institutions make the mistake of limitingmerit to too small a number of faculty. More than half of thefaculty at Ashcroft received merit awards in any given year.Practices such as merit, deemed good for the faculty, were alsoapplied to administrators.

Bentley: Despite problems with vertical communication, Bentleyis a closely knit community that attaches more importance torelationships among people than administrative structure orcollege policy. Administrators and faculty shared such values ascommitment to program quality, the development of studentcompetencies, and close linkages to the community. A departmentchair, referring to the faculty, said, "We have a bunch of highachievers who really like the self-recognition of achievement."Another described faculty members as "feeding on the positivereputation for excellent programs." A faculty *ember explainedhow the peer relationships support values, "The pressure here isif you are not doing your job, your fellow faculty members willbe more difficult to get along with." At Bentley, faculty workedhard because the culture carried that expectation and they valuedthe culture as a "good place to '.ork."

Creston: The way Creston works is somewhat mysterious, even tothose who have been there for awhile. Most of the rules andprocedures are not written down. Rituals, activities andpractices, however, communicate a vivid sense.of institutionalculture and an image of a college that is a cut above average.Creston values its faculty and encourages the pursuit of ideas(especially those of individual faculty members). Faculty weredescribed as having a "strong, almost crusading, commitment tobeing there for stldents and a quality education." Extensivefaculty development opportunities at Creston dovetailed with itsinstitutional priorities. Although the process for takingadvantage of these opportunities was informal and voluntary,Creston's culture provided recognition and celebration for thosewho chose to participate.

At Creston, however, responding to extensive direction fromthe district office without stifling faculty initiative andenthusiasm was a task of no mean proportion. As one example, thecreation and revision of curriculum, while very much faculty-based, relied on curriculum committees organized by discipline ina district structure.
Administrators and faculty members alikedescribed the cumbersome process as "a wonderful system forensuring that nothing changes very fast." Division chairsdescribed spending two and a half days a week in districtmeetings before doing any business on campus. Creston had apositive and nurturing environment in part because itsadministrators devoted considerable energy to shielding thecollege from unnecessary intrusions by the district.
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Enfield: At Enfield, faculty used the term "benign neglect" to
describe the management environment as they experienced it. The
environment they described appeared neither threatening norchallenging. Faculty and administrators lived in separate but
non-conflicting worlds. One faculty member said, "Administratorshave not mobilized the faculty. They do not associate with themoutside the institutional context."

At Enfield, a faculty association advanced policy
recommendations to a president's cabinet, which might or might
not advance them to the board. From a faculty perspective, therewere "umpteen faculty committees," some more active than others.
However, opinions about the effectiveness of committees and the
governance process varied. Fac,Ilty said that something happenedif the right person chaired the committee; otherwise
recommendations simply disappeared. Enfield made extensive useof the charrette process to involve faculty in discussing
problems. A faculty noted: "Charrettes are a lot of fun to go
to. They charge you up. All those wonderful ideas. Then you
leave and looff,' nothing happens. They should be renamed one-day retreats."

Enfield's culture placed prime responsibility for improving
student learning on faculty. Although many felt disenfranchised
and unhappy, faculty continue to do a good job of teaching
students and caring for them. For example, Enfield faculty
working collaboratively with the faculty of a local university,
developed their English curriculum, a summer bridge program for
students contemplating bachelor's degrees in math, science orengineering, an innovative approach to science instruction and an
interdisciplinary core curriculum in general studies.

However, a comment by a faculty member regarding the absenceof linkages between evaluation and rewards revealed another side
to Enfield. "Once a faculty member has tenure and commits office
hours at the beginning of the semester, he can kick back and
relax." The comment produced laughter. Other faculty members
were quick to add that while this was possible, most would not
engage in that kind of behavior. They argued that under such
circumstances it was "up to the individual to be self-
sustaining."

Fairview: Only Fairview, among the higher-performing
institutions, had a collective bargaining agreement. Beyond
specifying curriculum development procedures, however, the
contract made little reference to faculty involvement in
governance or academic structure. Faculty members at Fairview
understand that their students require more time to learn, and so
they provide that time through the way they teach their courses
and through the way they sequence their courses. They believe
that when students finish, they are prepared to continue at
transfer institutions. The primary focus of Fairview's
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evaluation system on excellence in teaching promoted this type of
behavior.

At Fairview, faculty who did not meet the 30-hour teaching
requirement during the two semesters of the regular academic year
were assigned teaching responsibilities during the first summer
session to make up the difference. While faculty were allowed to
teach up to 12 contact hours per year as an overload, the
practice was discouraged, and the compensation rate was so low
that few faculty did it. Under their collective bargaining
agreement, faculty were responsible for performing student
advising and assisting during registration. They were strongly
encouraged, but not required, to be present at college-sponsored
functions and activities.

Goshen? Goshen faculty advise new colleagues--"Teaching is
paramount and research interest nonexistent. The responsibility
here is to be able to explain things in ways that students can
understand and master."

There was substantial consensus among faculty and
administrators at Goshen about the high quality of current
faculty, their sources of satisfaction, and what it takes to be
effective. A chair of one of the larger departments described
the culture as one with "expectations about how faculty members
will work with students...(that most follow]...both as a matter
of professional pride and because they value their relationships
with fellow faculty." Faculty prize working with students and
are very available to them. But not all comments were positive.
One faculty member described the environment as "things you avoid
rather than things you work toward."

Goshen had several campuses but operated as one with faculty
members organized in districtwide divisions. It benefitted from
a district administration with a history of avoiding micro-
management. District administrators evidenced considerable
willingness to live with faculty decisions as long as they did
not create chaos. They were equally reluctant to impose
solutions on faculty from outside. The single college approach,
unusual for a district as large as Goshen, along with a very
sparse administrative structure on each of the campuses,
prevented the endless meetings that characterized some similar
sized multicampus districts. The district planning process at
Goshen coordinated and enhanced professional development.
Faculty members were pulled out of departments to participate in
districtwide planning, issue development and program
implementation. There were no complaints about communication,
and the faculty focus was clearly on problem-solving.

Johnson: Faculty members at Johnson described "lots of enthusiasm
and lots of caring among many faculty," and added, "Some faculty
have a passion for doing what they do. They really project an
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attitude of caring." They also said, "About two-thirds teach,
don't keep office hours, and bug out as soon as they can."
Another added. "Over time people have grown less enthusiastic.
They don't try new ideas. They don't even apply technology or
the knowledge they know."

The weight of structure and processes in the multi-college
district to which Johnson belonged was increased by a hands-on,
top-down administrative style. An administrator at Johnson
described how a new evaluation procedure evolved: "The district
has a shared governance committee involving about 8000 people, a
shared governance steering committee with about 2000 people, and
a subcommittee of the shared governance steering committee which
deals with evaluation and involves about 1500 people." A senior
administrator at Johnson added, "Symptomatically, multi-campus
districts have enormous trouble getting anything done."

Kingston: At Kingston many agreed that the faculty culture was
strong and not easily influenced. As one administrator noted,
"Boat rockers are not highly appreciated." From a faculty
perspective, the system does not allow for innovation and the
entire administrative bureaucracy stifles innovation before it
happens. The process of setting priorities at the campus was
described by one administrator as "waiting to see if the train
leaves the station headed in the right direction and if it does,
to get on board."

Faculty members at Kingston were organized into six
divisions. While division chairpersons were defined as key
educational leaders in district documents, faculty members
believed them to be "...pseudo-administrators who shuffle papers.
No important decisions occur at that level." Faculty were
uniformly unenthusiastic about the division structure.

While Kingston was not involved in collective bargaining,
there existed a strong, representative academic senate which
served as a regular channel of communication between the faculty
and the administration. The charge to the senate was
sufficiently broad to encompass any topic either faculty or
administrators chose to bring before it. In many ways the senate
resembled the marriage of an academic senate to an in-house
union. Kingston possessed neither a systematic program for
professional development nor any form of recognition (beyond
movement to administration) for those who sought out professional
development opportunities on their own.

Lakefield: Faculty members at Lakefield care about students and
give them attention they would not receive elsewhere. The
culture encourages a strong sense of faculty ownership of the
educational program and the courses they teach. There is a core
of committed faculty who are willing to confront the inertia of a
large system and one of the oldest and strongest faculty unions
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in the country to achieve change consistent with the mission of
the college. This small, but hardy, band benefits from
administrators who believe their most important strategy is to
constantly encourage and support new ideas and to find resources
for implementation.

The evaluation process at Lakefield and its link to a
competitive promotion process was similar to the one at Fairview,
but it emphasized significantly different values. While teaching
was important, the criteria for Lakefield emphasized activities
or outcomes that were quantifiable. As a faculty member noted,
"The pressure is always to do things other than teaching." While
faculty members criticized the mismatch between the values
emphasized in evaluation and promotion and the work required by
their students, they nonetheless emphasized strongly that a
promotion system with mismatched values was still better than no
promotion system at all.

Norwich: The collective bargaining agreement at Norwich was quite
comprehensive, incorporating a very liberal interpretation of
terms and conditions of appointment. The purpose and membership
of the academic senate, for example, is included as an appendix
to the agreement. Many of the contract provisions seemed to be
attempts to insulate faculty from the instability that has
characterized leadership at the top for the past two decades.
"Beyond the classroom," explained one administrator, "there are
only two ways of getting faculty members to do things at Norwich.
You can use involvement in committee or task force activity as a
strategy or. you can pay them." Because faculty were expected to
limit their involvement to classroom teaching and related student
interaction, most did--a response that waF reenforced by a lack
of administrative interest in or support (34: faculty ideas.

Faculty members were, however, involved with student
recruitment. On a regular basis, they conducted career
opportunity presentations to interested high school students,
made presentations as a part of the campus tour program and
participated in a telephone campaign series. Interviews also
confirmed heavy faculty participation the student assessment
system. An administrator noted: "They set standards and own the
process."

Lack of consistent leadership from the top has made it
difficult to define and pursue priorities. Departments and
divisions were fiefdoms, where individual work went forward,
often at a very high level, but where little attempt was made to
coordinate or communicate across unit boundaries. In essence,
contract negotiators have succeeded in insulating faculty from
administrative leadership.

Oxbow: At Oxbow the tensions caused by conflicting philosophies
and practices among administrators led to a declining number of
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committed faculty. One commented, "The percent of faculty optingout of active involvement is growing." A second faculty membercontinued the same theme: "Thirty percent of the faculty havestacked arms. How long do you beat them? They are gettingangry." In the face of reduced resources, the institution
continued to emphasize enrollment growth. A senior administratordescribed the strategy, "...more and moze of our teaching will bedone by part-timers; part-timers are as good in the classrooms asfull-timers; however, they don't do the advising or committeework. As long as we have a core of full-time faculty, at least athird of whom will do the work, we are not worried about thepercentage of instruction done by part-timers."

Oxbow reported the most elaborate governance structureamong the study institutions. The purpose of the All CollegeCouncil and standing committees at Oxbow was "to advise onexecutive and operating policies both before they are adopted andafter implementation." Some administrators saw the council as adevise to improve communication and involve faculty in decisionmaking; others viewed it as a strategy for diffusing conflict.

Parkhill: Parkhill is, to a remarkable extent, faculty-driven. Afaculty member explained, "...faculty have been here longer thanadministrators, we have seen a lot of them come and go, and we'rea lot smarter than they are. We do work with administrators, andwe flex." An extremely comprehensive collective bargainingagreement left administrators with few opportunities forencouraging faculty to move beyond minimum standards. Parkhillfaculty met classes, posted offide hours, helped staff governance
. committees, and hopefully met deadlines. But, for practical
purposes, there was no accountability to administrators. Seniorfaculty received released time to provide leadership in improvingstudent achievement, but the efforts of individual faculty andthe supportive behaviors of administration were insufficient toovercome the numbers of faculty who exercised their prerogativesto remain unengaged. Parkhill recently placed increased emphasison professional development. However, there was little evidenceof widespread faculty participation.

Like Goshen, Parkhill described itself as a single collegeoperating in several locations. However, each campus had its ownadministrative structure, and there was a well-defined centraldistrict staff. Relationships between central district staff and
campus administrators had deliberately been left ambiguous, as
were arrangements describing the relationships between academicunits common to more than a single campus.

Insights into Faculty Behaviors

Because the five categories produced by factor analysis ofthe survey data failed to fully capture the richness anddiversity of student-related faculty behaviors described during
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the site visits, an expanded model, which offered eightcategories, was used (Richardson and Skinner, 1991). Thesecategories included: outreach/student recruitment (O&SR),mentoring/advising (M/A), campus climate (CC), academic
support/learning assistance (ASLA), student assessment (SA), goodteaching practices (GTP), adaptive instruction (Al), and emphasison achievement (EA).

Where faculty members consistently reported higher levels ofinvolvement in the eight behavioral categories, institutions hada shared culture or at least a culture where faculty and
administrative values did not conflict. In contrast,institutions where faculty members reported lower levels ofinvolvement in the eight behavioral categories were much morelikely to exhibit cultures that had grown out of conflict.While all institutions were concerned about student achievement,lower-ranked colleges focused more on maintaining the boundariesbetween administrative and faculty influence. Table 2 displaysthe rankings on each of the eight categories for the ten casestudy institutions that also participated in the survey phase ofthe overall study.

TABLE 2

Survey of Faculty Behaviors: Institutional Ranks
College O&SR ASLA CC SA GTP AI EA
Bentley 1. . 1 1 1 1 4 2 4
Creston 7 4 5 4 7 6 8 5
Enfield 2 6 2 5 4 3 1 1

Fairview 5 2 7 6 6 2 3 3
Goshen 6 8 3 3 3 1 5 2
Kingston 4 7 9 7 5 9 4 7
Lakefield 10 9 4 2 10 5 6 8
Norwich 3 10 6 8 2 7 7 6

Oxbow 9 5 8 10 8 10 9 10
Parkhill 8 3 10 9 9 8 10 9

1. survey information was unavailable for Ashcroft and Johnson.

Differences in the approaches that institutions and theirleaders took toward dealing with such structural issues asworking conditions and role expectations, evaluation systems andrewards, faculty and organizational structure, governancearrangements and opportunities for professional development,began to explain the apparent inconsistencies in the ties betweensupportive cultures and superior performance. Creston is a case
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in point--an extremely supportive culture did not automaticallyresult in high levels of the most desirable faculty behaviors(See Table 2).

Not surprisingly, those institutions that expected more oftheir faculty got more. Institutions with higher-performing
faculty differed from their counterparts not only in the amountof work they expected from faculty members but also in the wayfaculty role was defined. By the same token, most of the case
study institutions did not link evaluation systems to either rankand promotion systems or merit. Those that did presented
markedly more challenging environments for faculty than thosethat did not.

Almost all of the case study institutions used some form ofcombined department and division structure, but the role and
importance of the department varied significantly. In collegeswith higher-performing faculty, departments were valued as places
where faculty gained leadership experience and where innovative
ideas were incubated. Among colleges with lower-performing
faculty, departments were tolerated or served as bastions of
faculty autonomy virtually impervious to administrative
influence. The amount of time available to department and
divisional administrators was also a key variable.

Seven of the colleges were part of districts that supervisedmore than a single, comprehensive campus. The districts varied
substantially in conceptual approach, ranging from a singlecollege with multiple locations to arrangements where each
college, in theory, operated as an autonomous unit. In practice,most district structures were perceived as controlling ratherthan coordinating or facilitating. The district influence on
institutional quality appeared to vary inversely with the degree
of standardization district administrators sought to impose.

Among institutions with higher-performing faculty members, asystem of joint governance, which was encouraged by specific
institutional arrangements, ensured that neither administrators
nor faculty could secure their objectives by acting
independently. In institutions with lower-performing faculty
members, comprehensive collective bargaining agreements or board
policies narrowly defined faculty role, protected those who optedout of all responsibilities other than meeting classes, and
permitted senior faculty or administrative leaders unilaterally
to prevent change with which they disagreed.

Institutions with higher-performing faculty (with the
exception of Fairview, where resources were extremely
constrained) provided more extensive opportunities for
professional development and related these opportunities more
systematically to institutional priorities. In institutions with
lower-performing faculty members, it was sometimes difficult to
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identify priorities, and participation in professionaldevelopment was largely a matter of individual choice. In someinstitutions with lower-performing faculty members,administrators admitted that they had largely given up attemptsto change existing levels of performance, pegging their hopes forrenewal on the replacement of existing faculty when they retired.

DISCUSSION

Delineating the Aspects of Influences

The emerging pattern, to which the previous summary of studyfindings points, is one of organizational
environments defined bythe relative strength of faculty and administrative influencesand the degree to which tue values of these two subcultures werecongruent. Further, for the twelve case study communitycolleges, an institution's degree of success in providing qualityteaching and learning experiences seems to correlate with whetherthe col.Leges falls within an adversarial,
faculty-dominated,administratively-dominated or a shared culture domain.

Adversarial Domain: In the adversarial domain, discontent simmersbelow the surface and conflict erupts on a regular basis.Neither faculty nor administrators can muster sufficient levelsof influence to move the institution beyond the conflict. Valuesdiffer. Each group spends considerable amounts of energy keepingthe other in line. Conflict resolution sustains the organizationand allows it to continue functioning..

Take Oxbow, for instance, faculty and administratorsoccupied separate camps with much of their energy devoted to"diffusing conflict." Oxbow faculty contested administrativedomination through a governance structure accepted reluctantly byits president to reduce dissonance. At Oxbow the tensionsproduced by differing philosophies and practices directlyinfluenced faculty-student interactions.

While Oxbow identified student achievement as an importantobjective, conflict, or the arrangements developed to preventconflict, affected the ability of its leaders to pursue studentachievement through changes that would alter the expectationsheld for faculty. Competing values and procedural safeguardsproduced an environment where faculty members were significantlyless likely to report engaging in success-related behaviors. Incases like Oxbow, blame for the failure to reach the desiredlevels of student achievement most often falls to the student.

Faculty-dominated Domain: In the faculty-dominated domain,faculty preference for stability and continuity producecumbersome governance procedures and administrative structuresoften embedded in collective bargaining agreements. This givesrise to a decision environment in which administrative views are
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unlikely to prevail unless first endorsed by faculty leaders.Faculty remain well insulated from efforts to change the statusquo. The environment, while non-threatening, stifles initiativeand creativity.

For example, an extremely comprehensive collectivebargaining agreement at Parkhill defined faculty
responsibilities, specified academic organization, and describedin detail the procedures through which faculty participated indecision-making. Until very recently, it was not clear thatParkhill had any evaluation system at all. Promotion wasvirtually automatic for faculty who met minimum academic andlength of service requirements. Even under a newly implementedevaluation system, both the re-appointment process and thepromotion process were essentially

faculty-controlled, withlittle provision for administrative input except in acquiescingor rejecting a recommendation. Promotion remained automatic.Although Parkhill administrators and faculty described asupportive environment for faculty ideas, administrators saw fewopportunities for encouraging faculty to move beyond minimumstandards. One faculty member confirmed this observation bynoting, "If you don't meet them (minimum standards), there is asanction; but if you exceed them, there is no mechanism forrecognizing excellence."

Pressures to protect the existing environment and aninordinate dependence on negotiation and consensus building (inthe form of collective bargaining) as viable paths to decisionmaking restrict efforts to improve the teaching and learningexperience. Complex administrative,and governance structuressubstitute for shared values and mutual accommodation. Littleconsensus about priorities leads to blaming the students andadministrators for the lack of success in optimizing thestudent's education experience. The overall experience isneither particularly exciting and creative nor consistently bad.

Administratively-dominated Domain: In the administratively-
dominated domain, non-responsiveness to faculty concerns typifiesa top-down-structured hierarchy. Administrators seldom seekfaculty input and, when they do, systematically ignore Whatthe administrator sees as important determines what gets done,when it is done and how it is done. Faculty roles are narrowlydefined. Faculty distrust institutional processes and resist
administratively defined values and priorities. Collectivebargaining agreements or board policies that require facultyconsultation for modification prevent conflict at the cost oflimiting possibilities for organizational change.

The faculty-administrative relationship, complicated by arift between top and middle administrators, at Johnson typifiedthis domain. "People are turned off because nothing happens torecommendations," reflected faculty dissatisfaction with
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administration. Someone else estimated, "Half of the faculty mayhave dropped out." A new faculty member said, "I came in withgreat enthusiasm. A colleague told me I should go home. Now Idon't stay until 5:00 or 6:00 anymore." Faculty are organizedinto departments within divisions, but no effective way oflinking faculty structure and division priorities exists.Faculty perceived that administrators do not like the idea ofdepartments, so the strategy has been to keep them as weak aspossible. Johnson's hands-on, top-down administrati-re styleexacerbated the procedural complexities caused by the weight ofstructure and processes in the multi-college district to which itbelonged. The curriculum process began on a campus "if it beginsat all," said a faculty member, and involved coordination acrossdepartments, across campuses, and through a labyrinth ofcommittees.

While expectations may be high, attempts at improving thelearning environment through administratively imposed changesoften meet with only marginal success; and administrators assignresponsibility for any perceived failure to faculty.
Shared Culture Domain: The shared culture domain is characterizedby an environment

where administrative and faculty influences arebalanced. Both groups are encouraged to participate in effortsto define priorities and plan for their achievement. Thus,balanced power in a shared culture leads to joint responsibilityand authority. Together, faculty and administrators build acommon history based on long-enduring assumptions, values andbeliefs that are communicated through the organization's rituals,activities and practice. Creativity, innovation and risk-takingplay key roles. Efforts to relate faculty and administrativebehavior to well articulated institutional priorities promote asupportive, family-like atmosphere.

Ashcroft exemplified this type of culture. A united pursuitof excellence leads to the creation of an environment where goodideas emerge and can be acted upon. Faculty have anexceptionally well-developed sense of the expectations for afaculty member; and the institutional reward system clearlysupports this set of expectations, which includes taking onleadership roles such as serving on committees, as leaders oftask forces and within the governance structure. Ashcroftdesigned its approach to evaluation, recognition and professionaldevelopment so that they build on each other in mutudllysupportive ways that undergird these expectations.

In shared culture domains, administrators create and defendcultures where faculty input is sought out, valued and used.Collegiality abounds. Priorities are clearly defined and thefocus is on teaching and learning. Administrators supportrituals and tell stories that illustrate and reinforce theattitudes and beliefs that define culture. Behaviors valued in
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faculty are modeled by administrators. Faculty functioningwithin a shared culture are most likely to display high levels ofstudent-success related behaviors. As a result, the perceivedquality of the learning environment is enhanced.

Defining the Role of Leadership

What role does leadership play? Leadership involvesinducing followers to act on jointly held aspirations andexpectations, which are based on mutually accepted values andmotivations (Phillips, 1992). When Kanter (1989, p.344)describes leadership as ensuring that people are able toconcentrate on contributing what they do best in a company itselffully focused on maximizing its core business, she could just aswell have been speaking about higher education. Certainly, incommunity colleges where the primary
institutional mission isteaching, the analogy becomes self-evident.

For colleges to take seriously the importance of superiorteaching, leaders must first champion the notion and thenwillingly undertake the painstakingly long process toward itsrecognition (Seldin, 1990). Change can be initiated by theadministration, but enduring change requires leadership from thefaculty. In other words, administrators are not the instrumentsof change but the agents of change--the catalysts who bring aboutand guide change by exerting quiet and subtle influence on a day-to-day basis (Phillips, 1992). A leader asks--Can we do itbetter? Without leadership, organizations stumble in theirattempts to-adapt to changing environmental conditions (Schein,1985).

Still the question remains: What is it that educationleaders do that improves learning conditions for students?Because each period in the life of a community college is uniqueand particular circumstances govern the actions in which itengages, we do not offer a laundry list of specific leadershipstrategies for improving teaching and learning. Rather, throughthe use of literature and illustrative examples of leadershipbehavior within the case study community colleges, we suggest anoverriding strategic philosophy that can guide leaders in theirattempts to aid their institutions in building time-specifidstrategies for change.

Within Shared Cultures: Evidence suggests that the institutionsbest equipped to pursue quality are those which have sharedcultures. The leaders of two case study colleges clearly exhibitsimilar fundamental philosophies which are designed both tonurture their institutions' cultures and to promote ongoingquality learning environments.

In the case of Ashcroft, the leadership has a long historyof consistently fostering a collegial and supportive climate
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where the message sent says, "People here are professionals."
Open communication and trust sustain creativity. Administrators
genuinely believe that all employees of the college have good
ideas and that they should have the opportunity to contribute to
the development of college objectives. To gain the flexibility
needed in the shared decision making process, administrators
listen six years out, pick items that are really important four
years out and decide what to do in order of priority when they
develop a budget two years out. That way when someone has an
idea and the time is right, "We don't have to say--you didn't
budget for it, so we have to wait a year to do it."

Goshen is a community college in which new leadership has
begun building on commonly held values centered on teaching
excellence, student achievement and the provision of a quality
learning environment. In sharp contrast to past leaders, the
current provost was described as forward-looking and risk- ing,
a person who delegates very well, has vision and has confidence
in the faculty. He believes that most of his work consists of
raising the right questions. He avoids behavior that might be
perceived as "controlling," and emphasizes--"educational leaders
need to tell people what they believe in and why they believe
it." His leadership provides faculty with practice in directing
actions toward the achievement of important outcome- and in being
evaluated on the basis of their product. In other words, it
allows for faculty ownership of the educational program while
providing a sufficient sense of direction and structure. For
instance, as a part of his strategy for.helping department chairs
understand what is important, he asks them to annually respond to
what he terms "pulse points" (institutional priorities such as
retention, articulation, faculty working conditions for a
specific year). The behavior of the provost on a day-to-day
basis models the behavior he expects from faculty. "If you say
teaching is important, you ought to do some once in awhile. I
teach one of the student success classes." To add credence to
the emphasis he places on faculty excellence, he visits classes
(over 40 in the past year). From the provost's perspective, it's
important to convince faculty that it is their college and that
what goes on in class is really important.

Instead of focusing on quality standards pegged relatively
to doing better than others, these leaders challenge their
institutions to meet the highest standards. Direction, not
directives, drives collaborative efforts to maximize student
educational experience and build synergistic behaviors into the
educational system. Cooperation flourishes on a foundation of
shared experience and values. Belief in a shared vision and a
joint stake in the eventual education outcomes displaces faculty-
administrative territorialism (Kanter, 1989). Leaders view
providing quality as a continuously dynamic process that demands
constant attention, periodic evaluation and systematic
institutional adjustment. In other words, these leaders:
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--Empower others by clarifying values and providing the
vision that guides organizational behavior. Power in the
form of control is not the issue, influence is (Astin andLeland, 1991).

--Share the vision and its meaning for the organization
with others through clear communication, which includes a
willingness to listen.

--Build seeds of understanding, identity and commitment
into the very processes which create organizational
strategies (Quinn, Mintzberg and James, p.678).

- -Model the behavior he/she wants to see by building trust,
through honesty and integrity, and confidence through
respect.

--Set high expectations for him/herself and for those
around him. That is, expect good performance, recognize
and reward excellence, and balance desires for
individual achievement with the cooperative effort of all.

--Create an atmosphere that encourages risk-taking and
recognize mistakes and failures as pathways to success
(Cornesky et al, 1990, p.5).

- -Search for synergies that not only add value but
multiple it (Kanter,.1989).

- -Provide faculty, staff and administrators with the tools
needed for self-leadership through professional
development, training and education, and feedback. And
lead others to lead themselves (Manz and Sims, 1989).

- -Encourage continuous, incremental improvement and
innovation by promoting divergent thinking that is
grounded in the interdependence of shared responsibility
and authority.

Such strategies sound straightforward enough, but few
institutions possess the one criterion essential for their
successful implementation--a shared culture. Even colleges,
which possess a shared culture may not reach their true
potential.

For instance, Creston exhibits a strong shared culture that
espouses providing a quality learning environment for its
students. But, ample evidence suggests that faculty confine
their efforts to the classroom. Most faculty appear to be paid
for assuming collegewide responsibilities and even then do not
necessarily appear at the meetings of committees to which they
have been appointed. Creston clearly values its faculty and is
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proud of their commitment and accomplishments, but an
administration that protects its faculty from district level
interference seems to perpetuate an environment where faculty
feel comfortable and disinclined toward behaviors that could
enhance the quality of the learning environment. Together,
administrators and faculty sustain an environment that may be ill
equipped to meet the challenges presented by an increasingly
diverse student population.

In Creston's case, the mission of the institution clearly
focuses on providing a quality education for its students.
However, external pressures not only seem to impact the way
faculty and administrators go about their business but to blur
the institutional vision of what it wants to create (a high
quality learning environment). Literature suggests that
Creston's leaders may need to lead their organization toward a
reexamination of institutional core values and a deliberate
reinvigoration of an already articulated vision. A vision of
what "we want to create" that underscores the "why" of an
institution's existence (the mission) cannot be fully realized
until its core values dictate that the institution (and its
members) act in ways, which unequivocally support that mission
and vision (Senge, 1990).

Leadership Strategies to Move an Institution Toward Change

By the same token, leaders of institutions with adversarial,
faculty-dominated or administratively-dominated environments can
not simply superimpose a made-to-order set of strategies upon
their respective institutions but must first address a
fundamental prerequisite concern. How does a community college
leader move his/her organization toward a shared culture?

Within Adversarial Domains: In the institution mired in
adversarial relationships between faculty and administrators, the
challenge becomes viewing conflict as an opportunity for change
and not as a barrier.

Histcrically, Norwich has operated in an arena of conflict
where faculty have been hostile toward administrators. At the
time of the site visit, Norwich had entered into a period of
renewal spurred on by a new president and a wide recognition that
changes in demographics required a response across the
institution. Traditionally, providing released time and paying
faculty extra for such assignments as advising appeared to be the
major mechanisms employed to gain support for administrative
priorities and faculty involvement outside the classroom. There
was little sense that administrators sought out and supported
faculty ideas.

However, the new president has expressed a commitment to
improved communication with administrators and to working with
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the faculty senate in order to gain faculty input. Thisrelatively new academic senate functions as an advisory board tothe president. Coupled with a committee structure, it mayprovide a neutral ground where faculty and administrators canbuild consensus on issues related to teaching, learning andprofessional activities. While Norwich has looked at studentsand what is needed to meet their needs, the same attention hasnot been paid to what is needed to help faculty adjust toincreasing diversity. Faculty and administrators agreed aboutthe need for a mission statement and incentive system thataddresses the teaching and learning process, but at the time ofthe site visit, no collegewide plan that articulated prioritiesand tied them to expectations for faculty existed.

Leaders, who find situations like the one at Norwich, mustdevelop a non-judgmental, trusting atmosphere where faculty,staff and administrators actively promote changes that challengethe existing conflict environment and create a culture thatfacilitates their acceptance (Mintzberg, 1989, p.295). This typeof revitalization takes time, must be carefully thought out andincrementally implemented. Building a history of successes andan air of concern become prime responsibilities of leadership.In this environment, small changes that build toward largerenvironmental shifts must be identified. The leader initiatesthe process by selecting a problem, substantiating its existenceand analyzing the organization's assumptions which underlie it.He/she then presents the facts that document its existence andworks with faculty and administrators to.explore alternatives,searching out the strengths and weaknesses of each. They jointlyarrive at an action agreement that defines goals, designs eventsto reach these goals and determines the sequencing and timing ofthese events (Cornesky et al, 1990, pp.70-71). Open lines ofcommunication ensure that organization members know why an actionis being taken and what is expected of them.

Within Faculty-dominated Domains: At Parkhill, expectations aregoverned for the most part by collective bargaining agreementsand remain relatively modest. In some respects, contractualterminology holds the college president more closely accountable
than individual faculty members. The president's oblique
approach to influencing faculty behavior reflects thisarrangement. He has limited formal interaction with faculty butencourages a stronger sense of collegiality at the campus level.For instance, the effort to involve faculty and to build close
relationships between the functional areas of the college ispervasive.

Both administrators and faculty regard strong facultyinvolvement as an asset. Faculty note, "The president has a lotof respect for faculty opinion. He listens very carefully...."He builds enthusiasm by encouraging collegiality. Thepresident's remarks, however, emphasized a continued need to
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overcome deficiencies related to the teaching and learningenvironment, to encourage greater faculty collaboration and toimprove student outcomes. The extent to which the institutionrelies on faculty leadership to carry out its initiatives forimprovement is in itself a form of professional revitalizationthat seems to be a move toward a shared culture. Recently, theinstitution has embraced a more strategic approach to planning.The 1990 self-study reports the development of a shared visionwhich calls all segments of college community to be activeparticipants in moving the institution toward an environmentwhere academic achievement and social development are equallyvalued. However, because of the recency of this effort, it hasyet to be translated into action.

In essence, an administrative leader in a faculty-dominatedcollege, such as Parkhill, attempts to increase the definedleadership roles within the institution through a process ofrenegotiation and repositioning. The object is to gain theemotional involvement of faculty by building coalitions wherepeople can work within a group to derive a jointly supported setof objectives (Spanbauer, 1987; Whetten, 1984). A leader intenton organizational change assesses the present organizationalculture, determines where the organization should be andarticulates a mission. He or she identifies the problem andstrives for consensus among the faculty and administrators on itsdefinition. Next, the problem must be incrementally redefined.Here, faculty acknowledgement of the need for action might hingeon the leader's ability to convince faculty that improved-administrative effectiveness is really the desired result. Theleader provides training, resources and .support, but delegatesthe details of implementation. Once the solution is in place,he/she evaluates and redefines the process (Moomaw, 1984). Anadministrator's ability to' identify the problem and evaluate itsremedy may represent the most crucial elements of successfulrealignment.

Within Administratively-dominated Domains: When a new presidentarrived at Johnson Community College, he was told "It isimportant that new faculty (and administrators) learn theinstitutional climate and respect its history." Prior to hisarrival, Johnson's entrenched administration was very muchcommitted to preserving the "administrative" status quo.Administrators clearly expected faculty to he responsible forwhat went on in the classroom. Many faculty respondedenthusiastically (especially the younger, newer ones). Others,disenchanted with the system, remained less involved. "Peopleare turned off because nothing happens to recommendations."Another faculty member pointed to a deeper problem, "Johnson doesnot look at people as people...ask them what they need andprovide it for them."
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A repeated theme emphasized an unwillingness to support
innovation and take risks--"You have to prove that something willsucceed before you get a chance to try it," and alluded to deeperbureaucratic and process problems. Poor communications and afeeling that "We're not appreciated" signaled to faculty a lackof interest in improving instruction. Faculty resented
administrative willingness to take credit for the things thatfaculty members did. In response to a willing faculty and a lessenthusiastic administration, the new president has increased bothfaculty visibility and their emerging role in the governance andplanning processes. Faculty participation is becoming more of anexpectation and viewed as part of the overall process forachieving a quality environment. At some levels, this strategyseems to be working. One faculty member commented, "Thepresident doesn't lead by setting out broad mandates...he leadsthrough a subtle process." However, increased faculty
involvement caused administrative resentment and a feeling ofdisenfranchisement. To address these concerns, the president
suggested a manager's council, which has so far been resisted.As the planning process evolves, it will attempt to balance theinfluence of the faculty and that of the administration.

Evidence suggests that shared responsibility is a centralingredient in a shared culture. By the same token, it points tothe difficulty an institutional leader may face when confrontedwith an administratively-dominated culture. Where the faculty-
dominated environment might foster a "we" mentality among facultyand a tendency to disregard administrators as paper shufflingnuisances, an administratively-dominated environment cultivates-a
superior-subordinate facade that perpetuates active resistance tochange. Moving an institution into a shared culture requires awillingness on the part of administrators to relinquish their
stranglehold on authority in such a way as to encourage facultyto actively participate in and accept joint responsibility for
institutional decision making. Strategic planning may provide aviable avenue through which this process can begin. It is adeliberate and conscious articulation of a direction (Kanter,1989). While institutional leaders clearly instigate strategicplanning initiatives, success comes only with concerted effortfrom those directly involved in providing the educational
experience--the faculty and mid-level administrators. Throughstrategic planning, administrators can systematically set thefuture direction of an institution by defining goals and
objectives to be achieved; identifying the significant policiesguiding or limiting the proposed action; and developing the majoraction sequences that are needed to accomplish the defined goalswithin the set limits (Kanter, 1989; Quinn, Mintzberg and James,1988). Failure often occurs when leaders substitute copy-catstrategies that concentrate on the "how tos" for a clearly
articulated vision that communicates the "why."
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One More Possibility ?

Today, growing numbers of two- and four-year collegesexperiment with total quality management. TQM's underlyingphilosophy of quality leads to systematically analyzing anorganization's systems for variance, making decisions based onfact, consciously defining the organization's internal andexternal customers and actively seeking input from both. Itdrives out fear by encouraging
organization members to riskmaking mistakes in order to learn more about the system. Itremoves organizational barriers by establishing clear and openlines of communication. It educates and retrains employees. Itthrives on teamwork and

interrelationships. In other words, TQMcreates a structure conducive to never-ending, incrementalimprovement by building cooperative labor-management relations(Coate, 1990; Cornesky et al, 1990; Cornesky and others, 1991;Gitlow and Gitlow, 1987; Seymour, 1992).

Although subtle differences do exist, it appears that TQMclosely resembles the approach taken within a shared culture.While the collaborative efforts of a shared culture implicitlyrecognize the contributions and concerns of many of theorganization's stakeholders, TQM explicitly identifies bothinternal and external customers. Shared cultures promotedecision making based on fact. TQM provides a slightly differentset of analytic
tools--flow charting and counting techniques--toaid an institution in searching its systems and processes forvariance that detracts from quality.

Yet, philosophically, they remain very similar. Both attackthe system, not the people within it, in the search forimprovement and excellence.. TQM seeks out a series of small winsthat will add up to superior performance. Cross (1987) echoesthe same sentiment when she says, "Thousands of small changesmade in classrooms across the nation may well add up to more realreform of education than sweeping policies made far from thescene of the teaching/learAing action."
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